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Machines type holders are constructed for the use in a marking press. A

special shank connects the body of the machine holder with the marking

press. This shank can be custom made to fit your marking press, which can

be either hand operated, air operated or hydro-pneumatic models.

Machine holders are available for any kind of marking types. These holders

have various advantages compared to the manual operated type holders. For

example, the striking power can be adjusted more precisely with a marking

press. Another advantage is, that the capacity of a machine holder is

enhanced which allows you to mark more letters and figures in one single

stroke. Hence, machine holders are mostly used for longer text combinations

or figure combinations.

Machine holders can also be custom made to your requirements according to

your components drawing.

PRYOR Type holder - Measures

Various different machine holders are available for our marking steel types

Priority and Imperial. The dimension of the body and the marking capacity of

the single holders usually fit most of the industrial applications. Custom

made type holders are also available on request.

Each type holders is supplied with a corresponding shank. The standard

dimension of 10 mm diameter and a length of 40 mm can be modified to your

requirements.

- Suitable for all kinds of steel types

(Priority, Imperial, Euro, TH-100, THS-100)

- Steel type is secured in place by a grub screw

- Large number of possible combinations

- High durability

- Custom made type holders

- Various shanks available

- Very suitable for roller marking

- Special type holders for circular arrangement

Advantages

Holder A B 1.5 mm 2.0 mm 2.5 mm 3.0 mm 4.0 mm 5.0 mm

PH 3.2-40 3.2 40 24

PH 6.35-60 6.35 60 30 25 18

PH 8.0-50 8.0 50 12 10

H 8.0-40 8.0 40 10 8

C02012O 6.35 29 14 12 9

C02012P 6.35 39 19 16 12

C02012Q 6.35 70 35 28 21

Slot size (mm) Capacity

PRYOR Type holder with dove-tail shank

All machine holders from the Priority range can be delivered with a dove tail

shank. Using a holder with a dove tail eases the usage of machine holders,

especially when the type holder has to removed moreoften due to frequent

changes of the steel types. In addition, this type of shank is necessary when

the type holder has to be removed horizontal.

The following standard-machines type holders with dove tail are in our

assortment:

Holder A B 1.5 mm 2.0 mm 2.5 mm 3.0 mm 4.0 mm 5.0 mm 6.0 mm 10.0 mm

DH 3.2-50 3.2 50 31

DH 6.35-82 6.35 82 40 34 25

DH 8.0-85 8.0 85 21 17

DH 9.6-82 8.0 82 12

DH 16.0-85 6.35 85 8

Slot size (mm) Capacity
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Type holder for marking presses

According to your special applications, we can also manufacture customized

type holders for marking presses as well. These holders can be customized in

size, slot size, character size and so on.

Special shanks can also be manufactured to your requirements.

Shanks

Type holder with multiple lines

In special manufacturing we can produce customized also multiline type

holders for marking presses.

These type holders can also be manufactured for different character sizes in

each line for even more flexibility.

Type holder - shank

Shanks are the common way to combine engraved dies, punches,

typeholders and numbering heads to the marking machines. Our shanks are

available in various sizes to suit the marking machine to which they have to

be attached.

Custom made shanks can also be produced to the customers requirements.

Beside the standard shanks, special shanks like dove-tails can be supplied as

well.
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